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Atopic disorders including asthma, rhinoconjunctivitis and dermatitis are common global health problems with increasing prevalence [1](#all12762-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}. Atopy is considered to result from a genetically determined predisposition combined with environmental exposures, where altered immune expression leads to clinical presentation of atopic disorders. Many host and environmental factors that may alter immune expression have been proposed, and recently, there has been a growing interest in the mechanisms linking psychosocial factors to atopic disorders [2](#all12762-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}. As atopic predisposition is evident already at birth, prenatal factors are thought to have great impact on the development of atopy [3](#all12762-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, and it is becoming clear that the *in utero* environment influences immune development independently of genetic susceptibility [4](#all12762-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#all12762-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}.

There is a growing interest in the consequences of early life stress for health later in life [6](#all12762-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}. Experience of stress by the mother during pregnancy has been linked to adversities in the child, especially preterm birth and low birthweight [7](#all12762-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}. In addition, a number of biological pathways by which maternal stress during pregnancy can promote immune dysregulation have been proposed [8](#all12762-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#all12762-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}. The exact functional consequences hereof remain to be clarified, but it is suggested that gestational exposure to maternal stress alters the development of humoral immune competence in the foetus and the hormonal and immunological responses to stress in postnatal life, thus implicating a risk of developing atopic disorders [10](#all12762-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#all12762-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}.

The stress concept was introduced in the 1920s and 1930s when Cannon\'s and Selye\'s path‐breaking experimental work showed that external threats may have physiological and pathological effects [12](#all12762-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#all12762-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}. McEwen more recently, in a seminal paper, reviewed the contemporary understanding of stress [14](#all12762-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}. The stress model includes an environmental factor (stressor), recognition of the stressor (perceived stress), a pathophysiological response (activation of the autonomic nervous system and hypothalamo--pituitary--adrenal (HPA) axis, the stress response) and a health effect (stress‐related disorder). In every day speech as well as in science, *stress* has been used not only to refer to the complete model but often denotes one or more of these constituent elements. Due to the complexity of the concept, best practice of how to measure stress in research has been discussed much. Schreier et al. [15](#all12762-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} point to in‐depth interviews as the best measure in their review of different methods; however, it is rarely used compared to less time‐consuming measures such as self‐reporting.

A number of observational studies in humans have addressed the association between PNMS and atopic disorders. The objective of this systematic review was therefore to examine whether maternal stress during pregnancy increases the risk of atopic diseases in the children, and further to address whether observational human studies support the experimental findings and to clarify where future research contributions are needed.

Materials and methods {#all12762-sec-0006}
=====================

Search strategy {#all12762-sec-0007}
---------------

The search was performed according to the PRISMA criteria, a widely recommended method for systematic reviews of observational studies [16](#all12762-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}. The search strategy and inclusion and exclusion criteria were developed among the total group of authors after which the two‐first authors individually conducted the literature search and identified the relevant studies based on the described inclusion and exclusion criteria. The available literature was identified by searching four online databases (NCBI PubMed, Scopus, Embase and PsycINFO) including publications prior to 1 November 2014. Search terms were selected with reference to relevant index terms (MeSH, Emtree or Thesaurus), and free text searches were used in each database. Our full electronic search strategy is provided in Table [1](#all12762-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}, and Figure S1 shows a full search example of the search performed in NCBI PubMed.

###### 

Overview of full electronic search strategy

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Overall\'term\'              PubMed\'                             Scopus\'                                Embase\'                      PsycINFO\'
  ---------------------------- ------------------------------------ --------------------------------------- ----------------------------- -------------------------------------
  Stress"                      Stress,\'Psychological\'             Stress\*\'OR\'Psychological\'Stress\'   Mental\'Stress\'OR\'Life\'    Psychological\'Stress\'OR\'

                               OR\'Life\'Change\'Events\'           OR\'Psychosocial\'Stress\'OR\'          Event\'OR\'Anxiety\'OR\'      Life\'Changes\'OR\'Anxiety\'

                               OR\'Anxiety\'OR\'                    Early\'Life\'Stress\'OR\'Depress\*\'    Depression\'OR\'              OR\'Depression\'(Emotion)\'

                               Depression\'OR\'                     OR\'Abuse\'OR\'Anxiety\*\'OR\'          Bereavement\'OR\'             OR\'Bereavement\'OR\'

                               Bereavement\'OR\'                    Demoralization\'OR\'Death\'Of\'         Parental\'Deprivation\'       Parental\'Death\'OR\'Abuse\'

                               Parental\'Death\'OR\'                Relative\'OR\'Bereavement\'OR\'         Abuse\'OR\'                   OR\'Demoralization\'OR\'

                               Abuse\'OR\'                          Stressful\'Life\'Event\'OR\'            Demoralization\'OR\'          Daily\'Hassles\'OR\'Job\'\'Strain\'

                               Demoralization\'OR\'                 Distress\*\'OR\'Daily\'Hassles\'OR\'    Daily\'Hassles\'OR\'Job\'     

                               Daily\'Hassles\'OR\'Job\'            Advers\*\'                              Strain\'                      

                               Strain\'                                                                     '                             

  Prenatal\*                   Maternal\'Exposure\'OR\'             Prenatal\'OR\'Pregnancy\'OR\'           Maternal\'Behavior\'          Prenatal\'Exposure\'OR\'

                               Prenatal\'Exposure\'                 Perinatal\'OR\'Matenal**\***\'OR\'      OR\'Pregnancy\'OR\'           Pregnancy\'OR\'Pregnancy\'

                               Delayed\'Effects\'OR\'               Antenatal\'                             Prenatal\'Exposure\'OR\'      Outcomes\'OR\'Maternal\'

                               Pregnancy\'OR\'                                                              Pregnancy\'                   Exposure\'

                               Pregnancy\'                                                                  Complication\'                

                               Complications\'                                                              '\                            
                                                                                                            '                             

  Atopic\'\                    Asthma\'OR\'Dermatitis,\'            Hypersenstivity\*\'OR\'Asthma\'         Asthma\'OR\'                  Asthma\'OR\'Dermatitis\'OR\'
  disease\'                                                                                                                               

  Atopic\'OR\'Rhinitis\'OR\'   OR\'Allergy\*\'OR\'Allergi\*\'OR\'   Dermatitis\'OR\'                        Immunoglobulins\'OR\'         

  Immunoglobubn\'E\'OR\'       Eczema\'OR\'Rhinitis\'OR\'           Rhintis\'OR\'                           Rhinitis\'OR\'Immunologic\'   

  Hypersensitivity\'           Conjunctivitis\'OR\'Rhino\'          Immunoglobulin\'OR\'                    Disorders\'                   

                                                                    Conjunctivitis\'OR\'Dermatitis\'        Hypersensitivity\'            

                                                                    OR\'Atop\*\'OR\'Wheeze\'\'                                            

  Results\'                    94\'                                 54\'                                    199\'                         '100'
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Study criteria {#all12762-sec-0008}
--------------

The inclusion criteria were as follows: (i) language: English language full‐length, original publications in peer‐reviewed journals, (ii) design: cross‐sectional and case--control studies as well as prospective cohort studies, (iii) exposure: stressors (negative life events, bereavement, abuse, daily hassles and job strain) and negative emotions (distress, demoralization, anxiety and depressive symptoms) experienced by the mother during pregnancy [17](#all12762-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} and (iv) outcome: atopic disorders defined as either unspecific conditions (hypersensitivity, atopy, allergy and immunological disorder) or specific disorders (dermatitis, rhinitis, asthma, conjunctivitis, eczema, increased IgE and wheeze). In consequence hereof, the included studies were grouped into the following five outcomes: asthma, atopic dermatitis (AD), allergic rhinitis, wheeze and IgE.

We excluded studies (i) with endogenous/systemic stressor exposures (e.g. oxidative stress) or pharmacological interventions (e.g. injection of glucocorticoids), (ii) where the stress exposure was not restricted to pregnancy and (iii) where the atopic outcome was related to anaphylaxis and urticaria. We did not perform a meta‐analysis, as exposures, outcomes and study designs were too heterogenic across studies.

Results {#all12762-sec-0009}
=======

Study selection {#all12762-sec-0010}
---------------

All manuscripts that met the selection criteria were assessed. After the removal of duplicates, we identified 426 potentially relevant publications (Fig. [1](#all12762-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). After screening, 390 studies were excluded based on title, keywords and abstract. Generally, the exclusions were due to lack of suitability in terms of study aim, study design or exposure or outcome variables. From a snowball search among references in the included papers, we included one additional paper not retrieved in the systematic search. Of the resulting 36 studies, 16 met our inclusion criteria.

![Flow diagram of study selection for the systematic review.](ALL-71-15-g001){#all12762-fig-0001}

Characteristics of studies {#all12762-sec-0011}
--------------------------

Tables [2](#all12762-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"} and [3](#all12762-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"} summarize the characteristics of the 16 studies included. Fourteen [18](#all12762-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#all12762-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#all12762-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#all12762-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#all12762-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#all12762-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#all12762-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#all12762-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#all12762-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#all12762-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#all12762-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#all12762-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#all12762-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} were prospective cohort studies and two [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#all12762-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} were cross‐sectional studies using retrospective data. Sample sizes ranged from 147 to 3.2 million individuals, with a mean of 221,117 (median 994). Prenatal stress measures were assessed and categorized as (i) negative life events apart from bereavement (five studies [18](#all12762-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#all12762-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#all12762-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}), (ii) anxiety or depression (three studies [19](#all12762-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#all12762-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#all12762-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}), (iii) bereavement (two studies [20](#all12762-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#all12762-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}), (iv) distress (four studies [25](#all12762-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#all12762-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#all12762-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#all12762-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}) and (v) job strain (two studies [24](#all12762-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#all12762-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). Five main outcomes were assessed across the 16 studies, namely (i) asthma (seven studies [19](#all12762-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#all12762-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#all12762-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#all12762-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#all12762-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}), (ii) wheezing (five studies [18](#all12762-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#all12762-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#all12762-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#all12762-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}), (iii) atopic dermatitis (six studies [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#all12762-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#all12762-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#all12762-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#all12762-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}), (iv) allergic rhinitis (two studies [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}) and (v) IgE in cord blood at birth and/or in a blood sample drawn in infancy (five studies [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#all12762-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#all12762-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#all12762-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#all12762-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}). Quality assessment of the included studies is provided as supplemental material (see Table S1).

###### 

The effect of prenatal maternal stress factors on atopic disorders in children, studies included

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
        References                                                                                          Design                                                          Study population (Country)             Prenatal stress factor (Measurement, time of assessment)          Outcome atopic disorder (Measurement, age of child)                               Covariates accounted for
  ----- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1a    de Marco et al. [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [a](#all12762-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}   Cross‐sectional retrospective population‐based study            3854 mother--child pairs\              Negative life events\                                             Asthma                                                                            Maternal: Ag, SES, Et, Sm, FA\
                                                                                                                                                                            (Italy)                                (Self‐reported, any time during pregnancy)                                                                                                          Child: Sx, BF, sharing room with sibling\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Other: EE, APC

  1b                                                                                                        Wheezing                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

  1c                                                                                                        Atopic dermatitis                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

  1d                                                                                                        Allergic rhinitis\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                            (Maternal reported, 3‐14 years (mean 8.5 SD = ±3.2)                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  2a    Hartwig et al. [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [b](#all12762-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}    Prospective cohort study                                        994 mother--child pairs\               Negative life events\                                             Asthma\                                                                           Maternal: Ag, SES, Sm, FA, postnatal maternal life events\
                                                                                                                                                                            (Australia)                            (Self‐reported, 2nd and 3rd trimester                             (doctor diagnosis, 6 and 14 years)                                                Child: Sx, PB, BW number of siblings, multiple birth, BF, second‐hand smoking,\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Other: EE, APC, parity

  2b                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Atopic dermatitis\                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     (doctor diagnosis or self‐reported, 6 and 14 years)                               

  2c                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Allergic Rhinitis\                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     (doctor diagnosis, 6 and 14 years)                                                

  2d                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Blood IgE\                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     (Blood sample, 6 and 14 years)                                                    

  3     Chiu et al. [18](#all12762-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}                                                Prospective cohort study                                        653 mother--child pairs\               Negative life events (Self‐reported, any time during pregnancy)   Wheezing\                                                                         Maternal: Ag, SES, Et, Sm, FA, pre‐pregnancy BMI\
                                                                                                                                                                            (USA)                                                                                                    (Maternal reported, 0--2 years)                                                   Child: Sx, BW, season of birth\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Other: EE

  4     Peters et al. [26](#all12762-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}                                              Prospective cohort study                                        403 mother--child pairs\               Negative life events\                                             Cord blood IgE\                                                                   Maternal: Ag, SES, Et, Sm\
                                                                                                                                                                            (USA)                                  (Self‐reported, 2nd to 3rd trimester)                             (Blood sample, 0 years)                                                           Child: Sx, BW, PB, season of birth

  5     Sternthal et al. [29](#all12762-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}                                           Prospective cohort study                                        478 mother--child pairs\               Negative life events\                                             Cord blood IgE\                                                                   Maternal: Ag, SES, Et, Sm, FA\
                                                                                                                                                                            (USA)                                  (Self‐reported, 2nd trimester)                                    (Blood sample, 0 years)                                                           Child: Sx, BW, season of birth

  6     Cookson et al. [19](#all12762-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}                                             Prospective population‐based cohort study                       5810 mother--child pairs\              Anxiety (Self‐reported, 2nd and 3rd trimester)                    Asthma\                                                                           Maternal: Ag, SES, Sm, FA,\
                                                                                                                                                                            (UK)                                                                                                     (Maternal‐reported doctor diagnosis, 7½ years)                                    Child: Sx, PB, BF, number of siblings, multiple birth\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Other: APC

  7a    Guxens et al. [21](#all12762-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [a](#all12762-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}     Prospective population‐based cohort study                       4848 mother--child pairs\              Depression, Anxiety\                                              Asthma\                                                                           Maternal: Ag, SES, Et, Sm, FA, pre‐pregnancy BMI\
                                                                                                                                                                            (Netherlands)                          (Self‐reported, 2nd trimester)                                    (Maternal‐reported doctor diagnosis, 6 years)                                     Child: Sx, BW, PB, BF, day care attendance, eczema, lower respiratory tract infections\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Other: parity, pet keeping

  7b                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Wheezing\                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     (Maternal reported, 1, 2, 3, and 4 years)                                         

  8     Lefevre et al. [33](#all12762-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}                                             Cross‐sectional\                                                147 mother--child pairs\               Depression, Anxiety\                                              Wheezing\                                                                         Maternal: Sm, FA\
                                                                                                            retrospective, case‐control                                     (France)                               (Self‐reported, any time during pregnancy)                        (Maternal reported, mean = 15.4 months (SD ± 6.7 months)                          Child: Sx, Ag, place of birth

  9     Fang et al. [20](#all12762-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}                                                Prospective register‐based, nationwide study                    920 147 mother--child pairs\           Bereavement\                                                      Asthma\                                                                           Maternal: Ag, SES, Sm, perinatal BMI\
                                                                                                                                                                            (Sweden)                               (Register, from one year before pregnancy to child birth)         (Register, doctor diagnosed, or use of asthma medication, 1--4 and 7--12 years)   Child: Sx, Ag

  10    Khashan et al. [23](#all12762-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}                                             Prospective register‐based, nationwide cohort study             3 019 003 mother--child pairs\         Bereavement\                                                      Asthma\                                                                           Maternal: Ag, SES, Sm, FA\
                                                                                                                                                                            (Sweden)                               (Register, from half a year before pregnancy to child birth)      (Register, doctor diagnosed, 0‐9 years)                                           Child: Sx, place of birth\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Other: calendar year

  11a   Reyes et al. [27](#all12762-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [a](#all12762-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}      Prospective cohort study                                        279 mother--child pairs\               Psychological distress\                                           Wheezing\                                                                         Maternal: Ag, SES, Et, FA\
                                                                                                                                                                            (USA)                                  (Self‐reported, 3rd trimester)                                    (Maternal reported, 0--5 years ‐14 times)                                         Child: Sx, wheeze reported in flu season, second‐hand smoking

  11b                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Blood IgE\                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     (Blood sample, 0, 2, 3, and 5 years)                                              

  12    Sausenthaler et al. [28](#all12762-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}                                        Prospective cohort study                                        3004 mother--child pairs\              Stress‐related factors\                                           Atopic dermatitis\                                                                Maternal: Ag, SES, Sm, FA
                                                                                                                                                                            (Germany)                              (Medical records, any time during pregnancy)                      (Parental‐reported doctor diagnosis, 0--6 years -- 6 times)                       

  13    Wen et al. [31](#all12762-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}                                                 Prospective cohort study                                        1159 mother--child pairs\              Psychological distress\                                           Atopic dermatitis\                                                                Maternal: SES, FA, cord blood IgE, susceptible genotype\
                                                                                                                                                                            (Taiwan)                               (Self‐report, 3rd trimester)                                      (Maternal‐reported doctor diagnosis, 6 months and 2 years)                        Child: Sx

  14    Lin et al. [25](#all12762-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}                                                 Prospective cohort study                                        334 mother--child pairs\               Psychological distress (Self‐reported, 3rd trimester)             Cord blood IgE\                                                                   Maternal: Ag, SES, Sm, FA,\
                                                                                                                                                                            (Taiwan)                                                                                                 (Blood sample, 0 years)                                                           Other: EE

  15a   Larsen et al. [24](#all12762-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [a](#all12762-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}     Prospective cohort Study                                        32 771 mother--child pairs (Denmark)   Job strain (Self‐reported, 2nd trimester)                         Asthma\                                                                           Maternal: Ag, BMI, Sm, alcohol, gestational age at interview, FA, medicine\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     (maternal‐reported and/or maternal reported doctor diagnosis, 7 years)            Child: Sx,\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Other: parity, EE, APC

  15b                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Atopic Dermatitis\                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     (parental‐reported, 7 years)                                                      

  16    Wang et al. [30](#all12762-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}                                                Prospective cohort study with retrospective stress assessment   19 381 mother--child pairs\            Job strain\                                                       Atopic dermatitis\                                                                Maternal: SES, Sm, FA\
                                                                                                                                                                            (Taiwan)                               (Self‐reported, 6 months and 36 months after delivery)            (Maternal‐reported doctor diagnosis, 3 years)                                     Child: Sx, number of siblings
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Maternal: Ag, age; SES, socio‐economic status; Et, ethnicity; Sm, smoking; FA, family history of relevant atopy. Child: Sx, sex; BW, birthweight; PB, preterm birth; BF, breast feeding. Other: EE, environmental exposure; APC, adverse pregnancy conditions.

Studies separated into several analyses.
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###### 

The effect of PNMS on atopic disorders in children, study results

                                      References                                                                                          Exposure PNMS                Results: crude odds ratios[a](#all12762-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}   Results: adjusted odds ratios[a](#all12762-note-0005){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [b](#all12762-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}   Exposure‐response[c](#all12762-note-0007){ref-type="fn"}
  ----------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------
  Asthma                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  1a                                  de Marco et al. [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [d](#all12762-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}   Negative life events         N/A                                                                 **1.71 (1.02--2.89)**                                                                                              N/A
  2a                                  Hartwig et al. [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [d](#all12762-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}    Negative life events,                                                                                                                                                                                               
  1st--2nd trimester                  **2.38 (1.33--4.26)**, 6 years                                                                      1.73 (0.87--3.44), 6 years   \+                                                                                                                                                                                     
  **2.24 (1.10--4.54)**, 14 years     1.26 (0.54--2.91), 14 years                                                                         \+                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  2nd--3rd trimester                  1.65 (0.88--3.08), 6 years                                                                          0.99 (0.47--2.08), 6 years   −                                                                                                                                                                                      
  **2.50 (1.17--5.35)**, 14 years     1.81 (0.74--4.46), 14 years                                                                         −                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  6                                   Cookson et al. [19](#all12762-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}                                             Anxiety,                                                                                                                                                                                                            +\*
  2nd trimester                       **1.64 (1.31--2.05)**                                                                               **1.53 (1.22--1.93)**                                                                                                                                                                                               
  3rd trimester                       **1.76 (1.40--2.20)**                                                                               **1.65 (1.30--2.08)**                                                                                                                                                                                               
  7a                                  Guxens et al. [21](#all12762-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [d](#all12762-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}     Depression, Anxiety          N/A                                                                 1.45 (0.91--2.31)                                                                                                  \+
  9                                   Fang et al. [20](#all12762-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}                                                Bereavement                  N/A                                                                 1.06 (0.97--1.15)[e](#all12762-note-0009){ref-type="fn"}, 1--4 years                                               N/A
  N/A                                 1.06 (0.95--1.17), 7--12 years                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  10                                  Khashan et al. [23](#all12762-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}                                             Bereavement                  **1.22 (1.05--1.41)** [f](#all12762-note-0010){ref-type="fn"}       **1.43 (1.06--1.92)** [g](#all12762-note-0011){ref-type="fn"}                                                      N/A
  15a                                 Larsen et al. [24](#all12762-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [d](#all12762-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}     Job strain                   1.16 (0.99--1.35)                                                   1.08 (0.92--1.27)                                                                                                  N/A
  Wheezing                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  1b                                  de Marco et al. [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [d](#all12762-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}   Negative life events         N/A                                                                 **1.41 (1.03--1.94)**                                                                                              N/A
  3                                   Chiu et al. [18](#all12762-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}                                                Negative life events         **4.13 (1.58--10.8) 1.9 (1.7--2.2)**                                **3.79 (1.39--10.3)**                                                                                              +\*
  7b                                  Guxens et al. [21](#all12762-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [d](#all12762-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}     Depression, Anxiety                                                                              **2.15 (1.47--3.13)**                                                                                              +\*
  8                                   Lefevre et al. [33](#all12762-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}                                             Depression                   N/A                                                                 1.55 (0.12--19.8)                                                                                                  N/A
  Anxiety                             N/A                                                                                                 1.98 (0.69--5.68)            N/A                                                                                                                                                                                    
  11a                                 Reyes et al. [27](#all12762-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [d](#all12762-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}      Psychological distress       **1.60 (1.24--2.06)**                                               **1.66 (1.29--2.14)**                                                                                              N/A
  Atopic dermatitis                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  1c                                  de Marco et al. [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [d](#all12762-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}   Negative life events         N/A                                                                 **1.53 (1.11--2.10)**                                                                                              N/A
  2b                                  Hartwig et al. [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [d](#all12762-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}    Negative life events                                                                                                                                                                                                
  1st--2nd trimester                  1.43 (0.72--2.84), 6 years                                                                          1.41 (0.61--3.29), 6 years   −                                                                                                                                                                                      
  1.43 (0.76--2.69), 14 years years   1.18 (0.54--2.60), 14 years                                                                         \+                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  2nd--3rd trimester                  **2.34 (1.23--4.47)**, 6 years                                                                      2.38 (0.63--2.19), 6 years   \+                                                                                                                                                                                     
  **3.23 (1.79--5.83)**, 14 years     **4.19 (1.97--8.89)**, 14 years                                                                     +\*                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  12                                  Sausenthaler et al., 2009 [28](#all12762-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}                                  Stress‐related factors       1.13 (0.72--1.77)                                                   1.13 (0.71--1.79)                                                                                                  N/A
  13                                  Wen et al. [31](#all12762-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}                                                 Psychological distress       **2.3 (1.1--5.2)**                                                  **2.3 (1.1--5.3)**                                                                                                 N/A
  15b                                 Larsen et al. [24](#all12762-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [d](#all12762-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}     Job strain                   **1.14** (**1.01--1.29**)                                           **1.15 (1.02--1.31)**                                                                                              N/A
  16                                  Wang et al. [30](#all12762-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}                                                Job strain                   N/A                                                                 **1.34 (1.16--1.54)**                                                                                              +\*
  Allergic rhinitis                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  1d                                  de Marco et al. [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [d](#all12762-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}   Negative life events         N/A                                                                 **1.75 (1.08--2.84)**                                                                                              N/A
  2c                                  Hartwig et al.[22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [d](#all12762-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}     Negative life events                                                                                                                                                                                                
  1st--2nd trimester                  **2.18 (1.24--3.82)**, 6 years                                                                      1.62 (0.81--3.26), 6 years   \+                                                                                                                                                                                     
  **1.90 (1.10--3.27)**, 14 years     0.96 (0.49--1.88), 14 years                                                                         \+                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  2nd--3rd trimester                  1.69 (0.92--3.11), 6 years                                                                          1.24 (0.58--2.62), 6 years   \+                                                                                                                                                                                     
  **2.65 (1.52--4.62)**, 14 years     **2.38 (1.21--4.70)**, 14 years                                                                     **+\***                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  IgE                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  2d                                  Hartwig et al. [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [d](#all12762-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}    Negative life events                                                                                                                                                                                                
  1st--2nd trimester                  0.83 (0.44--1.60), 6 years                                                                          0.70 (0.41--1.21), 6 years   −                                                                                                                                                                                      
  0.85 (0.45--1.62), 14 years         0.72 (0.33--1.57), 14 years                                                                         −                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  2nd--3rd trimester                  0.80 (0.33--1.91), 6 years                                                                          0.73 (0.29--1.84), 6 years   −                                                                                                                                                                                      
  1.45 (0.63--3.32), 14 years         1.71 (0.64--4.61), 14 years                                                                         \+                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  4                                   Peters et al. [26](#all12762-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}                                              Negative life events         N/A                                                                 N/A                                                                                                                **+\***
  5                                   Sternthal et al. [29](#all12762-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}                                           Negative life events         2.23 (0.97--5.13)                                                   2.19 (0.89--5.38)                                                                                                  N/A
  11b                                 Reyes et al. [27](#all12762-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [d](#all12762-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}      Psychological distress       1.04 (0.74--1.45)                                                   N/A                                                                                                                N/A
  14                                  Lin et al. [25](#all12762-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}                                                 Psychological distress       N/A                                                                 **4.0 (1.3--12.8)**                                                                                                **+\***

Bold indicates significant reported results.

Table [2](#all12762-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"} describes each studies respective adjustments for covariates.

Dose--response symbols: +, positive dose response; −, no dose response; \*, significant reported results.

Studies separated into several analyses.

Hazard ratio.

Odds ratio calculated by current authors of the systematic review.

Relative risk.

N/A, nothing reported.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Findings {#all12762-sec-0012}
--------

The 16 studies analysed a total of 25 relevant associations, as several studies assessed more than one relevant outcome (e.g. multiple atopic outcomes and subanalyses for trimester and age of the children). Overall, 21 analyses showed a positive association between PNMS and risk of atopic disorders in the children; of which 14 were statistically significant. In some studies, odds ratios (ORs) were reported for more than one exposure level. In these cases, we state the OR from the group with the highest exposure.

In the seven studies on asthma, adjusted ORs ranged between 0.99 and 1.81, whereof three were statistically significant [19](#all12762-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#all12762-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}. Of the remaining four studies, three found significant associations in subanalyses [20](#all12762-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#all12762-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#all12762-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}. Thus, Fang et al. reported no significant association for the overall analysis, but observed boys exposed to PNMS during the second trimester to be of higher risk of asthma (age group 1--4 years: HR = 1.55; 95% CI = 1.19--2.02 and 7--12 years: HR = 1.58; 95% CI = 1.11--2.25).

All five studies that assessed the risk of wheeze found positive associations with adjusted ORs between 1.41 and 3.79, four were statistically significant [18](#all12762-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#all12762-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#all12762-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}.

Children of mothers who experienced stress during pregnancy had significantly higher risk of AD in four of six studies, with adjusted ORs between 1.13 and 4.19 [24](#all12762-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#all12762-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#all12762-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}. The remaining two studies reported nonsignificant positive associations [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#all12762-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, except for one statistically significant finding on stress exposure during 2nd to 3rd trimester and increased risk of AD at 14 years of age [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}.

In the two studies dealing with allergic rhinitis, three of four analyses found positive associations, one significantly so [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}. The adjusted ORs ranged between 0.96 and 2.38.

Increased levels of blood IgE in children with mothers who experienced stress during pregnancy were found in three of five studies, with a significant OR of 4 in one study [25](#all12762-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}. For all studies, adjusted ORs ranged between 0.70 and 4. Peters et al. [26](#all12762-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} reported a statistically significant positive exposure--response association.

Exposure--response analyses were performed in 11 of the 25 analyses (i.e. seven studies) [18](#all12762-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#all12762-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#all12762-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#all12762-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#all12762-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#all12762-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}. All seven studies reported statistically significant exposure--response relations for at least one atopic outcome.

Discussion {#all12762-sec-0013}
==========

To our knowledge, this is the first systematic review of a growing epidemiological literature addressing the possible link between stress experienced by the pregnant women and the risk of atopic disorders in the child. Of the 25 included analyses, 21 suggested a positive association between PNMS and atopic outcomes in children, whereof 14 findings were statistically significant. The risk of asthma, wheeze, AD, allergic rhinitis and increased IgE in blood was generally associated with PNMS across the reviewed studies. In addition, of the 11 exposure--response analyses reported, six found significant positive trends between PNMS and an atopic outcome in the children.

Strengths and limitations of the studies {#all12762-sec-0014}
----------------------------------------

### PNMS assessment {#all12762-sec-0015}

Within the reviewed studies, PNMS was studied for the two main domains: (i) stressors (negative life events or stressful conditions) and (ii) negative emotions (distress, anxiety or depressive symptoms).

### Negative life events or stressful conditions {#all12762-sec-0016}

Eight of the reviewed articles assessed negative life events or adverse social conditions [18](#all12762-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#all12762-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#all12762-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#all12762-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#all12762-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#all12762-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}. Negative life events are the most commonly used exposure measure in epidemiological prenatal stress research and have been considered to be quite objective as they often are not influenced by subjective evaluation and information bias [34](#all12762-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}. Surely, the objectivity relies on the chosen conditions/events as well as the assessment methodology. The more severe events are more likely to be reported as stressful by all exposed individuals. Furthermore, objective assessments based on data from registers (e.g. death of a close relative) are less influenced by information and reporting bias.

In the two register‐based studies [20](#all12762-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#all12762-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, the negative life events were confined to bereavement, defined as death of a close relative, (spouse or child). Both studies suggested an association between maternal bereavement and asthma in the children, one study with statistically significance. Sausenthaler et al. [28](#all12762-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} examined a number of stress‐related factors specifically related to the pregnancy including objective measures (pregnancy complications reported in maternity certificates) as well as subjective measures (perceived psychological or social stress reported in questionnaires).

In five of the cohort studies [18](#all12762-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#all12762-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#all12762-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, the women reported on negative events relating to different aspects of life during pregnancy, obtained through questionnaires. Typically, the questionnaires assessed a combination of objective situations (e.g. 'Did you lose your job?') and more subjective evaluations (e.g. 'Did you experience mourning?' or 'Did you experience uneasiness?'). Thus, these studies combined external stressors with internal experiences. On one hand, this introduces a subjective appraisal of an event, which can be regarded an asset in stress research [35](#all12762-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}. On the other hand, the objectivity of the assessment is lost, and the results are prone to bias as discussed later. None of the authors made separate analyses of the subjective and objective measures. A potential difference between the effects of the two types of stressors could therefore not be inferred from their results.

### Distress, anxiety or depressive symptoms {#all12762-sec-0017}

The mothers self‐rated their mental state on anxiety and depression scales in three studies [19](#all12762-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#all12762-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#all12762-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, and depression or anxiety or a combination hereof was used as measure of stress. Anxiety and depression are often used as a proxy for stress [17](#all12762-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}. All studies reported positive associations, strongest for anxiety, but only the findings of Cookson et al., who examined the largest population, were statistically significant.

### Self‐report versus objective measurements of stress exposure {#all12762-sec-0018}

It has been debated whether a subjective self‐report or objective assessment of stressful events and conditions represents the most reliable measure of PNMS.

In most studies within the field of PNMS research, exposure assessments include self‐reported stress, although a few incorporate objective measures in terms of biomarkers of stress in relation to offspring illnesses, including atopic outcomes [10](#all12762-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#all12762-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, as called for by Mutambudzi et al. [37](#all12762-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}.

Ideally, a valid subjective stress measure would be preferable to avoid bias -- reporting or recall. This is, however, not possible as maternal disease status or personality likely will influence the probability of reporting stress and a diagnosis of atopic disorders in her child. Objective measurement would therefore make a stronger case. Objective measures may, however, be difficult to interpret, especially in pregnancy. A Danish study measured cortisol levels in pregnant women and related this to stressful life events. Women experiencing more than one stressful life event had 27% higher evening cortisol concentration in plasma compared to women not experiencing stress. In early pregnancy, the women experiencing stressful life events did, however, not present with higher evening cortisol levels [38](#all12762-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}. Utilization of an integrated index where biomarkers are measured across multiple physiological systems may be a more reliable predictor, but this approach lacks consensus in the literature so far and has several limitations [10](#all12762-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}. More procedural problems, such as timing of assessment and reproducibility would also become related challenges in this context.

Randomized controlled trials would represent a strong design in delineation of the impact of maternal stress on atopic disorders in the offspring. For ethical reasons, very few experiments with humans have been carried out within this research field. Monk and colleagues found that when pregnant women solved demanding computer tasks, foetal heart rate was elevated only when the woman rated herself as anxious, indicating the need of a subjective assessment as well [39](#all12762-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}. Interestingly, Lobel concludes that subjective measures of stress seem to be the best predictor of adverse birth outcomes, for example, relative to birthweight [40](#all12762-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}.

The applied external exposures ranged from job strain to loss of a close relative. It is therefore not surprising that the reviewed studies report different odds ratios. Rare, sudden and severe life events, such as loss of a close relative, are found to be associated with atopy in the child. Bereavement implicates sharp contrast in exposure, and it might therefore be easier to detect differences. Bereavement is also a massive stressor with an acute and long‐term effect. It can therefore be debated whether findings for bereavement may extrapolate to less severe and more common experiences, such as the more chronic mild stress related to job strain. Common stressors such as job stress and daily hassles are, however, experienced by a larger proportion of pregnant women. As the experiences may be interpreted as natural parts of life rather than genuine stressors, the lesser contrast in exposure may make it more difficult to observe differences in outcome.

### Timing of exposure during pregnancy {#all12762-sec-0019}

There was no specific time‐point during pregnancy where exposure to PNMS seemed to be more critical. Fang et al. [20](#all12762-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} included bereavement for up to one year before pregnancy compared to half a year before pregnancy in Khashan et al. [23](#all12762-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}. The latter found a stronger and significant effect (OR 1.43) compared to Fang et al. (OR 1.06). It comes to mind that the impact of bereavement mainly occur when bereavement occurs close to conception. Although the two studies used almost the same population and measures, these register studies present with several dissimilarities; Fang et al. used more recent data and defined bereavement as the death of a parent, sibling, child or spouse while Khashan et al. restricted the definition of bereavement to death of a child or spouse; Fang et al. defined asthma based on medication use, while Khashan et al., used inpatient hospitalization. These methodological differences likely partake in the differences in findings and illustrate the complexity in comparison and interpretation of results between even closely related studies. Cookson et al. [19](#all12762-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} measured exposure to stress at week 18 and 32 during pregnancy, and the associations to the risk of asthma were of same strengths at the two time intervals. Hartwig et al. [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} did not observe differences in the strength of the associations between child asthma and PNMS in early compared to late pregnancy. This was contrary to their findings for allergic rhinitis, AD and IgE, where only exposure in late pregnancy was associated with increased ORs. One may speculate whether these discrepancies could be due to differences in critical windows for different atopic diseases. Organogenesis primarily takes place in early pregnancy whereas immune functionality, such as immune competence and Th1/Th2 balance, is acquisitioned later in pregnancy [41](#all12762-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}. The effect of PNMS on asthma development might rely on both incomplete development of the respiratory tract and immune dysregulation, whereas the functional aspects of the immune system seem to play the most important role in the other atopic disorders [41](#all12762-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}. Timing of PNMS exposure has been found to be relevant for a number of immunological outcomes in animal studies, but this has only been sparsely investigated in humans [41](#all12762-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}.

Atopic outcome assessments {#all12762-sec-0020}
--------------------------

### Asthma and wheeze {#all12762-sec-0021}

Most of the reviewed studies show a positive association between PNMS and the risk of childhood asthma, significantly so in seven of 12 analyses. The nonsignificant OR found in 3 of the 12 analyses could be due to relative few cases (see Table [2](#all12762-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}) [21](#all12762-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#all12762-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}. Five of the studies [19](#all12762-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#all12762-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#all12762-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} obtained information on asthma diagnoses through questionnaires, which introduces a risk of information bias compared to information on outcomes from health registers or other independent sources, that to some extend avoids such information bias. However, these sources most often contain information from hospitalized patients and not from primary care, and therefore, only more severe asthma cases are included. It is not certain how this influences the association with PNMS.

Recurrent wheeze in early childhood has previously been used as a proxy for the development of asthma later in life [11](#all12762-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}. Recurrent wheeze is, however, common in children below 4 years of age while persistent wheeze by the end of the first decade of life usually is associated with a diagnosis of asthma [42](#all12762-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}. The two studies [18](#all12762-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#all12762-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} that followed the children until 2 years of age might underestimate the effect of stress due to random misclassification of the outcome. Guxens et al. [21](#all12762-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} assessed symptoms of wheeze each year after birth and found that the association between PNMS and asthma increased with age. Of note, it is likely that mothers experiencing stress, anxiety or depression over‐report symptoms in their children which consequently will lead to an overestimation of the true association [43](#all12762-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}. Ideally, an objective measure of asthma, for example, test of bronchial hyper‐responsiveness, with follow‐up at older ages, should be used as outcome measure of asthma. This would increase the specificity of the outcome and reduce bias. Another approach could be to use different definitions of asthma to explore the consistency of the results, for example use of asthma medication, asthma hospitalization and parental report of asthma [44](#all12762-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}.

### Atopic dermatitis, allergic rhinitis and IgE {#all12762-sec-0022}

Although all but one of the analyses showed increased OR of AD and allergic rhinitis after exposure to PNMS, the ORs vary between 1.13 and 4.19. Among others, this might represent regional differences in diagnostic practice. The only opposing result was reported in the study by Sausenthaler et al. [28](#all12762-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}. However, many of their stress measures (pregnancy‐related complications) are debatable. The atopic outcomes were assessed using doctors\' diagnoses in five studies and maternally reported symptoms in one study. No studies used register‐based information for these conditions.

It is not clear whether PNMS increases the risk of certain atopic disorders more than others. De Marco et al. [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} found similar ORs for PNMS and asthma, AD and allergic rhinitis. The cross‐sectional design might have increased the risk of recall bias as it is likely that mothers of atopic children remember their pregnancies as more complicated and also that distressed mothers over‐report symptoms. Hartwig et al. [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} assessed all four outcomes, with divergent results. Larsen et al. [24](#all12762-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} found that self‐reported high job strain was associated with AD at age 7, whereas the association with asthma did not achieve statistical significance. The differences between disorders might, in part, be due to differences in the child age, when the outcome is recorded. For AD and allergic rhinitis, higher ORs were evident at age 14 compared to age six in child [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}. As especially allergic rhinitis often first appear later in life (in contrast to for example nonallergic asthma), this could partly play an impact on the herein reported associations.

Although all the included atopic disorders are often accompanied by increased IgE levels, all cases are not characterized by an underlying atopy with IgE sensitization. In particular, for asthma, many cases are nonatopic. However, in the studies with very young children, the asthmatic symptoms are more likely to be associated to atopic predisposition [45](#all12762-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}. The overall positive findings reported by the studies examining blood IgE as outcome measure may support the importance of the IgE mediated mechanism. Only one study [27](#all12762-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} did not find a significant association between PNMS and increased IgE levels in child, possibly due to limited power (n = 279). Conversely, the study by Lin et al. [25](#all12762-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, with an almost similar sample size (n = 334), reported OR of 4. This outcome may therefore be interpreted with caution. In two studies, IgE was measured at different ages, where Hartwig et al. [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} found an association only at age 14. This may imply that PNMS increases the risk of IgE sensitization at birth, but that the effect might diminish, as the children grow older. Of note, these differences in timing of assessments of IgE levels in child blood may also contribute to the indefinite results across the included studies. Future studies may capitalize from assessing several time periods throughout infancy and childhood to further elucidate the relationship. Still, the IgE studies are methodologically strong, as in addition to the objective nature of the IgE measure, the risk of recall bias is minimized because the mother is not familiar with the IgE status of their newborn.

Methodological issues {#all12762-sec-0023}
---------------------

### Reporting bias {#all12762-sec-0024}

In an article by Schreier HM and colleagues, different ways of measuring stress are reviewed. As a conclusion, they propose interview‐based assessments of stress, where there is more flexibility to get in‐depth information as well as information on duration and severity of the experienced stress [15](#all12762-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}. This is a resource intensive method, which is probably why it has not been used in any studies on prenatal stress and atopy. In addition, the selection of the method used in studies may be carried out relative to practical issues as well as the question being used. On the other hand, self‐reported data can introduce reporting bias related to reporting style or personality traits, even in follow‐up studies with prospective data collection. This represents a challenge in studies, where the mother reports on both her own stress exposure and atopic disease and symptoms (including physician diagnosed atopic disease) in her child. This may also be the case in studies solely relying on physician\'s reports or health register data because the child may often be brought to the physician for examination by the mother\'s initiative, and a more anxious mother may be more likely to bring her child to the physician and thereby getting her child a diagnosis of atopic disease. As neither stress (ranging from the death of a close relative to daily hassles or discomfort) nor atopy (ranging from treatment requiring daily medication to discrete skin rash) are strictly well‐defined items, reporting bias in the reviewed studies is possible, especially in the two studies using retrospective interviews [32](#all12762-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#all12762-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}. Life‐changing events, such as mourning, divorce and loss of job, have, however, been shown to be recalled very accurately, even after several years [46](#all12762-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}. Although one should be aware of the associated bias to the specific chosen survey measures of PNMS, it is also important to highlight that there now exists extensive literature validating this approach for many of these tools [17](#all12762-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}.

### Confounding {#all12762-sec-0025}

All studies adjusted the results for the most relevant confounders. The number of included confounders varied from five [28](#all12762-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} to 27 [19](#all12762-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}. Despite the overall adequate adjustment for potential confounders, results may not fully be averting other possible mediators on the association between PNMS and risk of atopic diseases in children. For example, diet, exercise and drinking and smoking habits may be difficult to sufficiently capture and may also likely differ between PNMS exposed and unexposed mothers. Moreover, the vast heterogeneity of included confounders across the studies makes it difficult to compare, why reporting of both unadjusted and adjusted results is also relevant and should be recommended.

Biological mechanisms potentially mediating the effects of PNMS {#all12762-sec-0026}
---------------------------------------------------------------

A number of biological pathways by which PNMS can promote immune dysregulation and lead to atopy in the foetus have been proposed though not completely understood [8](#all12762-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#all12762-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}. Atopic diseases are characterized by an inappropriate inflammatory response of the immune system. It has been suggested that the effects on postnatal immune function largely rely on a promotion of Th2 responses and accordingly enhanced recruitment and activation of IgE‐producing cells, a characteristic for atopy [41](#all12762-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}. Important domains of the immune system, including t‐cell differentiation, develop prenatally and are susceptible to foetal programming [9](#all12762-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#all12762-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#all12762-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}. The prenatal HPA axis seems particularly susceptible to modulation by maternal stress, which can lead to long‐term regulatory alterations of immune function [49](#all12762-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}. Due to a mutual regulatory relationship between the HPA‐axis and the immune system, effects on the HPA system have consequences for immune function as well, as the glucocorticoid hormones are essential in immune development. Therefore, alterations in maternal stress hormones level such as cortisol might influence foetal immune modulation. Our understanding of the transition of the maternal stress response to the foetus still lacks causality, although several explanatory mechanisms have been suggested, including transplacental transfer of stress mediators and maternal stress‐response activation of placental release of neuroendocrine stress transmitters to the foetus [50](#all12762-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#all12762-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#all12762-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#all12762-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#all12762-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#all12762-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#all12762-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#all12762-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}. Further knowledge of the biological transduction, including the potential modulatory involvement of the placenta, is needed and could be important in future intervention and management of PNMS. Furthermore, there has been recent interest in changes in infant microbiota related to PNMS. An infant\'s intestinal microbiota starts forming already *in utero* and is known to have a critical impact on the maturation and development of the gastro‐intestinal tract, metabolism, immunity and the HPA axis. As PNMS have shown to affect the composition of offspring bacterial microbiota, this pathway may potentially alter the immune development and increase this risk of allergies in child [4](#all12762-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}.

Interpretation of the results {#all12762-sec-0027}
-----------------------------

The literature examining the correlation between PNMS and atopic disorders in humans is very sparse. For this reason, we included studies using quite different exposure and outcome measures as well as methodology. Although the suggested biological mechanisms points towards an underlying atopic disposition in children exposed to PNMS, it might be misleading to look at the various atopic disorders as a collective group of diseases. There may be differences in the pathways to immunopathology between PNMS and each specific atopic disorder, which could interfere with the found associations. The studies with the strongest methodology in terms of outcome measures were the two register‐based asthma studies [20](#all12762-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#all12762-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} and the five studies on IgE blood levels in infants [22](#all12762-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#all12762-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#all12762-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#all12762-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#all12762-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}. The register‐based study by Khashan et al. also used a very large cohort and points to an association between asthma and PNMS. The IgE studies are more vague and characterized by small populations. However, in two of three studies that looked at exposure--response relations, significant association was found.

The herein reviewed literature advocates for an association, but methodological challenges and diverse study designs make it difficult to quantify a specific risk. Furthermore, the relationship between PNMS and the risk of atopic disorders in children might also be influenced by the timing and type of stressor. To further explore this field of research and to provide more conclusive results, there is a need for well‐powered studies with objective measures for atopic disease with as little risk of bias as possible. Moreover, studies comparing objective and subjective measures of PNMS exposure could help advance this body of research. Lastly, studies on certain life events that are more time specific, such as bereavement, would enable a closer look into the importance of timing during pregnancy.

In conclusion, this systematic literature review indicates that PNMS increases the risk of developing allergic diseases in childhood. However, the reviewed studies are heterogeneous and of diverse quality, and only a few studies applied both high‐quality exposure and outcome measures. Research comparing objective and subjective measures of PNMS exposure as well as objective measures for atopic outcome is needed to help advance this field of research. This would also enable more knowledge on whether certain outcomes are more susceptible to PNMS as well as the influence of exposure timing.
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